
HOres art gallery - Sint-Martens-Latem, Belgium

The HOres art gallery of Sint-Martens-Latem has been equipped with the Domintell system for several years now. 
The level of sophistication when it comes to lighting in an art gallery being a lot more challenging than in a classical 

installation, the owner was looking for a solution allowing her to design the perfect atmospheres.

The lighting quality can sometimes be as important as the art piece itself. This is why it was an obvious decision to go for 
a building automation system. With its lighting atmosphere advanced customization feature, the Domintell system was the 
perfect solution.

Moreover, this atypical art gallery also offers to visit rooms from the daily life featuring art pieces, in order to appreciate art in a 
familiar environment. Indeed, this gallery features a kitchen, a bedroom and a bathroom equipped with the Domintell system, 
which allows to showcase the art pieces. The automation system also operates here to make the building smart with a central 
control of the venue with a main touchscreen, granting a general view over the status of the gallery.

The project

Testimony

It was important for my gallery that I could create various lighting atmospheres to better 
showcase the art pieces. From one exhibit to another, I can then choose among my own 
configurations what will suit best. Also, everything is controllable from a single button, even 
the night mode when closing the building, in which the shutters also are automated. I actually 
equipped my two other galleries with the same system for better ease with my configurations.

Niña Van Den Bosch 
Owner



Objectives of the installation

Zoom on the lighting

The installer

With a total control on your lighting by Domintell, it is now possible to 
master the whole house. Configure your lightings depending the light 
needs of every room, control all of it from your main touchscreen, monitor 
which light is on thanks to the steps display. The total control over your 
lighting also allows you to combine it with movement sensors which 
will turn on or off your rooms in regards with the passage inside them or 
with the time passed. Our system allows a centralized command of your 
customized lightings via a main DTSC0x touchscreen.
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Atmospheres Centralization Standardization
Creation of customized 
lighting atmospheres to 
showcase the art pieces of 
the gallery.

Control of the whole 
building and information 
about its status via a central 
touchscreen.

Equipment of several 
branches of the same 
chain to harmonize 
the configurations and 
create a standard.
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